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Gamechanger Toolkit



The Global AMP is focused on how you can transform your business - and yourself - towards a better future. 
The Gamechanger Project helps you to embrace all the best ideas and insights, tools and frameworks from 
your overall learning experience, and to develop a a new vision for your future business, and how to get there. 

On graduation day you will present your “blueprint” for your future business – which would typically consist 
of a vision for what it will look like (say, in 5 years), and a transformation plan for how you would get there, and 
what you would do to make this happen as a leader.

It should be real – about the whole or part of the business, either about where you want to take your existing 
business, or new one – and the content should be good enough to present to your sponsors, CEO or board or 
investors. You can be as bold and radical as you like. 

Gamechanger Project Objective



Increasing UNCERTAINTYThe New Leadership DNAIncreasing UNCERTAINTYGamechanger Project Examples

• Creating a global platform for local craft beer production and distribution in Mexico
• Developing a process for personalised pharmaceutical development in Japan
• Reinventing the online gaming business model with a global ranking system
• Transforming a Turkish auto parts business into an EV digital network enabler
• Reimagining real estate in Portugal, from selling houses to enabling communities
• Shifting a Belgian energy infrastructure company into an asset-light services business
• Reinventing the concept of business loans for a South African bank
• Developing a new global business community passionate about equality and diversity
• Creating work-play tourism destinations for sustainable development in Africa



Gamechanger Toolkit 1: Leadership DNA

Creating 
better 
futures

Making 
change 
happen

Delivering 
positive 
impact

• Inspiring
• Courageous
• Farsighted
• Progressive

• Curious
• Imaginative
• Adaptive
• Entrepreneurial

• Empathetic
• Collaborative
• Resilient
• Impactful
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What will you do to lead a better world? How will you change or develop yourself?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 2: Finding your ikigai

What do you 
love?

What are you 
good at?

What can you 
be paid for?

What does the 
world need?

What is your personal 
ambition?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 3: Purpose Circle

Why?

How?

What?

What is the real purpose of 
your organisation, today or 

in the future?

“Why” do you exist?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 4: Industry Shifts

What are the biggest likely shifts in your 
industry over the next 5 years?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 5: Future Space

What is the “space” … the future marketspace
in which you will focus your ambition?

(define it from the 
outside in, more 
about the 
customers and 
what they seek to 
do, than the 
specific solution 
you might build)

What is it not … it may help to define what is 
not in the space (ie outside of your scope)?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 6: Future Vision

My 2030
Business

My 2021
Business

What does it look like?
What will we do?

What not?
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My 2021
Business

Gamechanger Toolkit 7: Future Challenge

Challenges to get to my vision

What are the biggest 
challenges to get 

there?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 8: Moonshots

10x 
Ambition

10%
Ambition

Today’s
Business

How could you stretch 
you ambition by 

seeking a 10x target?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 9: Stakeholder Engagement

Importance of stakeholder
to business future
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Recognize their importance

Which people will be most 
important to your 

success?

Who could you engage 
as a sponsor or 

advisor?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 10: Megatrend Impacts

Ageing world

Cognitive Tech

Dense Living

Earth Renewal

Booming Asia

Challenge of megatrend
for you 

Opportunity of megatrend
for you

Rank the megatrend
importance
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Gamechanger Toolkit 11: Wicked Problems

What is the “wicked problem” which you seek to address? What are the adjacent problems or root causes?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 12: Future Radar

Non-tech trends
High-impact

Tech trends
High-impact

Tech trends
Low-impact

Shorter-termLonger-term Shorter-term Longer-term
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Non-tech trends
Low-impact
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Gamechanger Toolkit 13: Adjacent Markets
Adjacent customers

Adjacent geographies Adjacent categories
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Gamechanger Toolkit 14: Potential Disruptors

Disruption by existing competitors? Disruption by new market entrants?

Disruption by customers themselves? Disruption by new technology possibilities?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 15: Evaluating Opportunities

Current markets

Future opportunities

Uncertainty

Im
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ct
Growth

Pr
of

it
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Gamechanger Toolkit 16: Inspired by customer worlds

Energisers

Enablers

Essentials

Energisers

Enablers

Essentials

Current/conventional
customers

Future/extreme 
customers
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Gamechanger Toolkit 17: What would [                ] do?

How would s/he redefine the problem? How would s/he redefine the market space?

How would s/he reimagine the solution concept? How would s/he reimagine the business model?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 18: Inspired by other places

Activity 1
eg engaging people

Activity 2
eg serving people

Activity 3
eg charging people

Activity 4
eg retaining people

Activity 5
eg managing staff

Activity 6
eg driving innovation

Activity 7
eg measuring impact

Current world
What you do?

Parallel world
What do others do?

Future world
How could you copy/adapt it?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 19: The Big Shifts

Current World Future World
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Gamechanger Toolkit 20: Problem Defined

What’s the problem?
Who has this problem?

What does it limit them from doing?

Today’s
Situation
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Gamechanger Toolkit 21: Size of the Prize

Size of the Prize

Today’s
Business
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Situation:
In today’s world …
People want …

Complication:
But they can’t …
The problem is …

Question:
What’s a better way?
How could we …?

Answer:
Imagine a future where …
This is what we will do …

Gamechanger Toolkit 22: Future Story

This should be a non-controversial 
fact about the current situation. It 
sets the context for your story, in 
the world of your audience, and 
what matters to them

Choose one big problem, that 
makes the current situation 
unsustainable, why we can’t go on 
like this. Choose the complication 
that will lead to the question you 
want the audience to consider.

This is the big question which we 
need to think about. This needs to be 
clear and powerful, and the audience 
needs to see why it matters … choose 
the question that leads to the answer 
you want to give.

This is your big idea, your concept, 
your headline … Not “buy my 
product” but rather ”this is the 
future you need” … the rest of your 
story/presentation can then go into 
more detail (typically 3 sub-ideas).
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Gamechanger Toolkit 23: Scenario Planning

Identify the 
future drivers

Evaluate the critical 
uncertainties

Develop plausible 
scenarios

Evaluate implications 
and priorities
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Gamechanger Toolkit 24: Exploit + Explore

Exploit the present 
by improving the current 

business

Explore the future 
by innovating the next 

businesses

Shorter-term
1-3 years

Longer-term
3-5+ years

Enhance propositions
Improve profits
Reduce risks

Explore possibilities
Create markets

Accelerate ideas
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Assets Brands DesignsCustomers Ecosystems

How can you use 
your assets in 

new ways?

How can you 
reframe your brand 

to be more?

How can you do 
more with your 

customers?

How can you design 
your business 

differently?

How to unlock 
networks of customers 

and partners?

Gamechanger Toolkit 25: Growth Engines
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Gamechanger Toolkit 26: Change the Game
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Gamechanger Toolkit 27: Strategic Choices

Why?

Where?

How?

What?

Why does my business exist?
Aspiration, purpose, vision

Where will we compete?
Markets, categories, segments

How will we compete?
Proposition, business model, difference

What do we need?
Capabilities, resources, partners
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Gamechanger Toolkit 28: Horizon Planning
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What do you enable 
people to achieve?

How do they 
achieve it 
better?

How do they 
feel as a
result ?

Gamechanger Toolkit 29: Brand definition

What do you enable 
people to achieve?

How do they 
achieve it 
better?

How do they 
feel as a
result ?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 30: Customer segments

What do you enable 
people to achieve?

How do they 
achieve it 
better?

How do they 
feel as a
result ?

Job to be done

Gains Pains

What is the customer 
trying to achieve – the job 
they want to do, or new 

goal to achieve?

What benefits does 
the customer seek or 
desire, rational and 

emotional?

What are the 
difficulties they have 

in their current 
experience?

Value Proposition

Gain 
Achiever

Pain 
Relievers

What is the value-based 
benefit which the 

customer can achieve by 
going their “job” better?

How will we deliver 
their “gains” 

better?

How will we 
overcome their 
“pains” better?

Job to be done

Gains Pains

What is the customer 
trying to achieve – the job 
they want to do, or new 

goal to achieve?

What benefits does 
the customer seek or 
desire, rational and 

emotional?

What are the 
difficulties they have 

in their current 
experience?

Value Proposition

Gain 
Achiever

Pain 
Relievers

What is the value-based 
benefit which the 

customer can achieve by 
going their “job” better?

How will we deliver 
their “gains” 

better?

How will we 
overcome their 
“pains” better?

Job to be done

Gains Pains

What is the customer 
trying to achieve – the job 
they want to do, or new 

goal to achieve?

What benefits does 
the customer seek or 
desire, rational and 

emotional?

What are the 
difficulties they have 

in their current 
experience?

Value Proposition

Gain 
Achiever

Pain 
Relievers

What is the value-based 
benefit which the 

customer can achieve by 
going their “job” better?

How will we deliver 
their “gains” 

better?

How will we 
overcome their 
“pains” better?

Why?

Where?

How?

What?
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What do you enable 
people to achieve?

How do they 
achieve it 
better?

How do they 
feel as a
result ?

Gamechanger Toolkit 31: Customer “job to be done”

Job to be done

Gains Pains

What is the customer 
trying to achieve – the job 
they want to do, or new 

goal to achieve?

What benefits does 
the customer seek or 
desire, rational and 

emotional?

What are the 
difficulties they have 

in their current 
experience?
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What do you enable 
people to achieve?

How do they 
achieve it 
better?

How do they 
feel as a
result ?

Gamechanger Toolkit 32: Customer value proposition

Value Proposition

Gain 
Achiever

Pain 
Relievers

What is the value-based 
benefit which the 

customer can achieve by 
going their “job” better?

How will we deliver 
their “gains” 

better?

How will we 
overcome their 
“pains” better?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 33: 10 Types of Innovation

How could you innovate more sustainably? #

Idea: How could 
you work with 
new profit/non-
profit partners?

Idea: How could you 
share your profits 
with a relevant cause 
to do more 
together?

Idea: How could you 
create a more 
diverse organisation, 
embrace new talents 
and perspectives?

Idea: How could you 
design the product in 
a way that it works 
and does more good 
for the world?

Idea: How could you 
offer more human 
services to help 
people live better?

Idea: How could you 
brand embrace a 
cause, and become 
a platform for 
change?

Idea: How could you 
create more circular 
processes to reduce 
negative impacts?

Idea: How could 
connect with other 
products that do 
good?

Idea: How could your 
distribution and 
packaging have less 
negative impact?

Idea: How could you 
enable people to do 
more good 
themselves?
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BUSINESS
RECODED
The Future Accelerator

TM

© Peter Fisk 2022

What products and services do 
we bring together for our 
customers? 

Customers Communication PartnersOfferings

Channels

Relationships Processes

Revenue streams Pricing models Cost streams Investments

Who are our target segments of 
customers and users?

Which types of distribution 
channels will we use to reach 
customers?

What kind of relationship 
do customers seek with 
us, and each other?

Who are the external partners to 
help us create and deliver the 
offerings?

What benefits do we enable our 
customers to achieve?

What are the main internal 
activities to create and deliver 
the offerings?

What are the main sources of revenue, 
and which could be largest?

How, when and how often will we charge 
customers?

What are the most significant ongoing 
costs to create and deliver the offerings?

How much do we need to spend before 
we start earning?

Proposition

Resources
What are the main internal 
resources to create and deliver 
the offerings?

Products & Services

What brand do we use? What are 
the key messages, and how do 
we engage customers?

What distinctive assets do we 
have to use in existing or new 
ways?

Assets

Gamechanger Toolkit 34: New Business Model



Gamechanger Toolkit 35: Aligning with SDGs

SDG

GLG

#

How?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 36: Doughnut Economics



Gamechanger Toolkit 37: Circular Business

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
Responsible 
brand and 
consumer

Design 
products for 

longevity

Design 
service-based 
experiences

Design for 
reuse and 
recovery

Design to 
enable people 

to do good

Waste 
less

New 
sources of 

revenue

Reduces 
negative 
impacts

Amplifies 
positive 
impacts

Buy 
less Add value in 

non-material
ways

Recycle and 
reuse old 
materials

Help 
consumers 

do good

Design 
products for 

longevity

Design 
service-based 
experiences

Design for 
reuse and 
recovery

Design to 
enable people 

to do good
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Gamechanger Toolkit 38: Platform for Good

Amplifiers
Enables people to do more good together

Create a movement eg Dove Campaign for Real Beauty

Good and Better
for me and my world

Create products that are sustainable, and better

Good
for me

Enablers
Enables me to do good

Give people the tools to do good eg Toms One for One

How could you enable people to do good together?

How could you enable people to do good?

How could sustainable products be better too?

How could standard products do more?
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Gamechanger Toolkit 39: Project Canvas

FOUNDATION PEOPLE CREATION

PURPOSE SPONSORSHIP STAKEHOLDERS DELIVERABLES PLAN

Why are we doing 
the project?

Who is accountable 
for the project?

Who will benefit from 
and be impacted by the 

project?

What will the project 
produce, 

build, or deliver?

How and when will the 
work be carried out?

RESOURCES CHANGE

Who will manage the 
project; and which skills are 

needed to deliver the 
project?

How are we going to 
engage stakeholders and 

manage the risks?

INVESTMENT BENEFITS

How much will the project cost? What benefits and impact will the project generate and how will 
we know the project is successful?

© Nieto-Rodriguez, Antonio. Harvard Business Review Project Management HANDBOOK: How to LAUNCH, Lead, and SPONSOR Successful Projects. Harvard 
Business Review Press, 2021. 

Project Canvas (v2)



Gamechanger Toolkit 40: Transformation Roadmap
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